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ABSTRACm
Bull (1965) has proposed that grammatical gender in

Spanish is not an intrinsic characteristic of nouns but rather a
matter of matching terminal sounds of nouns with those of adjectives
and determiners. One implication of this theory is that the child has
a cognitive understanding of the matching of terminal noun sounds
with particular adjective and determiner forms. This paper seeks to
ascertain whether such an understanding of Spanish rules is reached
by children and at what age level. A test was administered to 315
Spanish-surnamed children in prekindergarten through Grade 3, divided
into English monolingual, Spanish monolingual, and dominant
Spanish/English bilingual groups. The task was to assign adjectives
and determiners to nonsense words. Results support the first
hypothesis, that both bilinguals and Spanish monolinguals would match
the Spanish nonsense word to an appropriate adjective or determiner.
The second hypothesis, that monolinguals will master this rule before
bilinguals, also seems to be supported, but only at the
prekindergarten stage. The third hypothesis tested, that the response
pattern is not affected by the type of stimulus presented, is also
supported, indicating that the methodology used is a viable one.
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Theoretical Framework and Objectives

This study is concerned with the acquisition of the concept

e---i of 'grammatical gender' by bilingual and monolingual speakers of

Spanish. Grammatical gender refers to a characteristic of certain

Spanish language forms. For the purpose of this study, the language

forms under discussion are nouns.
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In Spanish certain nouns are used with the 'IL sculine' form

of determiners and adjectives. For example, el reloj (the watch),

ese dia (that day), este monje bueno (this good monk). Other nouns

are used with the 'femenine' form of determiners and adjectives.

For example, la bondad (kindness),esa semana (that week), esa monja

buena (that Rood nun).

Spanithi grammarians have traditionally considered the gram-

matical gender of nouns an intrinsic characteristic of Spanish nouns.

Some patterns which help explain this intrinsic characteristic have

been found . For instance, many nouns ending in the vowel a are found

to be 'femenine' and many nouns ending in the vowel o are found to

be nasculine'. Exceptions to these generalizations abound and no

generalization exists for nouns ending in other vowels and consonants.

Nouns refering to persons with specific sex usually are masculine or

femenine depending on the sex of the referent of the noun. Exceptions,

however, to this rule also abound.

Learning the correct gender of nouns by native or non-native

speakers of Spanish has usually been conceptualized as a matter of

repetition and trial-and-error. The child is expected to learn the

noun form and its intrinsic gender from other speakers in his

environment. Imitation--by way of repetition--of these speakers then

follows. If a new noun is learned in a context in which there is

no indication of its gender--for example, if the child hears for

the first time "Tiene luge" (He has a sleigh)--the child is expected

to use the noun "luge" in novel utterances of his own correctly

or incorreelv, Positive or negative reinforcement of his use of

the noun insures learning of the correct form. Thus, if the child

says "Su luge es rojo", using "luge" for the first time after
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having heard this noun only once as stated above, his use of the
noun correctly will be positively reinforced by successful
communication.

Professor William E. Bull (1965:105-110) has proposed that
the concept of 'grammatical gender' is not an intrinsic property
of Spanish nouns. Rather, it is a matter of matching the terminal
sounds of nouns with the terminal sounds of adjectives and determiners.
He conducted a study and found ,that if the final letter(s) of

the noun is(are) -a, -d, -cion/-siOn, -sis, or -itis, 98%

of these nouns matched the -a form of adjective and determiner
pairs--that is, of adjectives and determiners having two forms:

bueno/buena. Thus, la casa (the house), buena ciudad (good city),

esa oraciOn larga (that long sentence) and esta crisis abrumadora
(this overwhelming crisis) follow the pattern indicated above.

Professor Bull also found that if the final letter of the

noun is -e, -1, -n, -o, -r, or -s, 96% of these nouns
matched forms of adjective and determiner pairs ending in -e, -1,

-n, -o, -r, and -s. Thus, el diente,ese (that tooth),el arbol
aleman (the German tree), un libro ingles TEL book from England),
el lugar alto (the high place) follow this second pattern.

The implications of Bull's research for the acquisition of
the concept of grammatical gender are many. Of relevance to the
present study is the implication that the child may have a cognitive- -

although intuitive--understanding of the matching of terminal
sounds of Spanish nouns with the terminal sounds of adjectives and

determiners.

This study is the first attempt to ascertain if such a
cognitive understanding is reached by children and, if so, at what
age level it is reached by bilingual and monolingual speakers of
Spanish. Factors affecting acquisition are also investigated.

Studies of Language Acquisition.

Research on language acquisition has demonstrated that
children learn at an early age the arbitrary matching patterns of

the forms of their language. The studies on the pluralization
of nouns in English and the learning of the pluralization rules
by English speakers a case in point (Anisfeld and Tucker:1967).
Other investigations concerning the measurement of first and second
language fluency and dominance also reveal that children learn
many language rules at a very early age.

This study is the first atteinpt to ascertain the acquisition
patterns of the specific language rules dealing with the "gender"
of Spanish nouns postulated by William E. Bull.

Hypotheses.

Several hypotheses were tested in this investigation. This
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paper. presents the results obtained in testing the first two

hypotheses and the last hypothesis given next.

1. Both bilingual and monolingual speakers of Spanish will

match Spanish nonsense nouns to appropriate determiner and

adjective forms following Bull's terminal sound matching

patterns.

2. Monolingual Spanish speakers will achieve mastery of the

terminal sound matching patterns of Spanish nouns earlier

than bilingual Spanish speakers.

3. There will bean order to the matching patterns learned.

The -a, -cion/-sion patterns will be learned earlier

than the -d, -sis, -itis patterns. The -o, -n, .-s

patterns will be learned earlier than the -e, -1, -r

patterns.

7 4. There will be no effect due to the type of stimulus

presentation on the response patterns of the children

tested.

The expectationspresented in the hypotheses result from the

theoretical work of Bull and from the studies of language acquisition

briefly described. It is hypothesized that children will react

to the terminal sound of the nonsense nouns presented and that

they will correctly match, by analogy with known nouns, the corres-

ponding forms of adjectives and determiners as theorized by Bull.

It is also hypothesized that monolingual children will be

superior to bilingual children since monolinguals have more

exposure to noun matching patterns in Spanish and more practice in

using these patterns..

It is also hypothesized that there will be an order to the

learning of the matching patterns. This hypothesis reflects the

number of nouns with certain characteristics in the Spanish

language and their frequency of use. It is finally hypothesized

that the mode of presentation has no influence on the response

patterns of the children tested.

Data sources.

In this study a total of 315 Spanish surnamed children in

grades Pre K, K, 1, 2, and 3 were tested. The children came from

three different schools in Los Angeles County. Specifically, two

of the schools were in the barrios of the city of Los Angeles

and one was in the city of Pomona. Children at all grade levels

indicated were tested in all schools.

The participating schools were selected by District personnel

from a list of 15 possible schools. The Principal of each of the

participating schools then designated a classroom (or two classrooms

4
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for Pre K and K) for testing by the researchers. The criterion
used by the individual Principals was "teacher cooperation",that is,

the extent to which each Principal thought that the designated

classroom teacher would be interested in participating in the

study within the sampling needs of the researchers. The children

tested, thus, were members of intact groups at each grade level

who were present on the day the researchers conducted the testing.

After the testing the teacher classified the children in

their individual classrooms into three broad categoriesDOMINANT

SPANISH MONOLINGUAL, DOMINANT SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUAL, ENGLISH

DOMINANT-- and four language fluency levels. Summary of the population

tested appears in Table 1.

Method.

A series of nonsense words having the terminal sound character-

istics needed for appropriate matching were created for this study.

Pictorial definitions of these words were selected. All the referents

of these nonsense words are objects. None is a person or an

animal which might be easily identified by sex. These nonsense words

and their pictorial definitions are given in Table 2.

The procedure used in gathering the data was as follows:

1. The researcher sat outside the classroom or inside the classroom

in a secluded area--a corner of the room. 2. The teacher sent

to the researcher one child at a time. 3. The researcher began

the session by greeting the child by his first name The researcher

then assigned a number to the child which was used to any other

identification of the child. 4. The researcher asked the following

questions:

a) JTe gusta mirar la television?
Do you like to watch TV?

b) dQue programa to gusta mss?
Which one is your favorite program?

1

c) d Y el radio, oyes tambien el radio?
Do you listen to the radio too?

d) e Cual es to cancion favorita de las que oyes en el radio?

Which is your favorite radio song?

5. The researcher then introduced the child to the task to be

performed. The task was presented via tape recorder.

The child was asked to repeat after the model the nonsense

words used in the experiment. Each word was repeated twice. Then

sixteen sets of three pictures each were shown to the child, one

set at a time. The first three sets contained common objects known

to the child and served as trials to practice the task. The next

twelve sets contained the new nonsense words.

The three pictures of each set had a characteristic in common



such as size, color, etc. This characteristic determined the adjective

used for each of the sets. The words were presented in the following

order with the corresponding adjectiveseas shown in Table 3.

The underlined form is the correct response.

The first three sets give practice in all of the possible

response combinations presented. The correct answer to the first set

is 'amarilla' and this answer is different from the previous stimulus--

'perro amarillos. The adjective appears after the noun. The correct

answer to the second set is 'grande' and this answer is the same

as the previous stimulus-Jhoja grande'. The adjective appears after

the noun. The correct answer to the third set is 'nuestro' and

this answer is different from the previous stimulus--'nuestra pluma'.

The adjective appears before the noun.

Sets with new nonsense words (4-15 in Table 3) require

answers with o and a adjective forms alternating in succession. The

stimulus heard before the last word was different for sets 4, 5, 8, 9,

and 12-15, and the same for sets 6, 7, 10, 11. The adjective usually

followed the noun except for sets 8, 14 and 15.

All stimuli were presented through tape recorder. If a child

did not'respond to the nonsense word of each set in the time

allowed in the tape (apprx. 10 secs.) the researcher stopped the

tape and repeated the stimulus at least five times to try to elicit

a response from the child. The researcher would nod or positively

reinforce the child after each response given by saying "Fine" or

"Good".

Testing sessions usually lasted over half a school day per

aassroom. After each testing session the researcher asked the

teacher to classify the children according to language dominance

and proficiency as indicated in Table 1. All testing was done

during the third and fourth month of the current school year.

Results.

First Hypothesis: Both bilingual and monolingual speakers of Spanish

will match Spanish nonsense nouns to appropriate

determiner and adjective forms following Bull's
terminal sound matching patterns.

An Analysis of Variance was performed on the proportion of

correct responses given by the children to all 15 words. (See Table

4) Both the main effects and the interaction prove to be highly

significant. From Figure 1 it is easily observed that both mono-

linguals and bilinguals do significantly better than English

dominant children at both grade levels used in the analysis.

The figures presented lend support to the first hypothesis

of this investigation. Both bilinguals and monolinguals matched

fi
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the Spanish nonsense nouns to appropriate determiner and adjective
forms following Bull's terminal sound matching patterns. The mean
proportion of correct responses to all words is above 50% for both
monolinguals and bilinguals at both grade levels. English dominant
speakers score significantly below 5070 correct at K-1 grade level and
at the 50% mark at 2-3 grade level.

Comparison of bilinguals and monolinguals in a separate
analysis of variance yields the following results. (See Table 4A)
The differences between monolinguals and bilinguals are not
significant. Bilinguals, however, score significantly higher than
monolinguals at the K-1 grade level while this pattern is reversed
at the 2-3 grade level, that is, monolingual scores significantly
higher than bilinguals.

Inspection of the graph presented in Figure 1 shows that while

there is a significant difference among the monolinguals across
grade levels--children in upper grades scoring higher than children
in lower grades--this trend is reversed for the bilinguals. Thus
bilinguals score higher in the lower grades than in the upper grades.

The o and a matching patterns were analyzed separately.

There were 7 'o' matching words and 7 'a' matching words. The second
set is eliminated from this analysis since it has no matching
pattern (casa/hoja/lgpiz grande). Results appear in Tables 5 and 6.

The same pattern of significant main effects and interactions
is repeated. Comparing the mean proportions given in Table 4 with
the one given in Table 5 we observe a marked increase in the
proportion of correct responses for the monolinguals and bilinguals
while English dominants' tend to score lower. These results te.:d

to support the first hypothesis of this investigation. For 'a'
matching patterns the only significant result is due to grade level.

Children in the upper grades, across all groups of language dominancy,

score significantly higher than children in the lower grades. All mean
proportions are below 50% correct. Bilinguals, as has been the case

before, score higher in grades K-1 than in grades 2-3. The results

of this analysis appear to indicate that bilinguals and monolinguals
tend to master the 'a' matching patterns hypothesized by Bull.
However, their level of mastery is not as high as that reached by

the same children with '0' matching patterns.

Second hypothesis: Monolingual Spanish speakers will achieve mastery

of the terminal sound matching patterns of Spanish nouns earlier

than bilinguals.

In all of the analyses thus far presented, bilinguals have

consistently performed better than monolinguals in grades K -i while

the reverse pattern of performance is observed for grades 2-3. To
ascertain in more detail the nature of this relationship, an
analysis of variance was conducted on the scores of Pre-K and K

children. Language dominance was defined in terms of levels of

fluency (See Table 1). Five levels were identified.

P.(
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The results presented in Table 7 appear to indicate only a

significant interaction. Inspection of Figureg reveals that-this
is the cases bilinguals and monolingulas score higher than English

dominant children. Monolinguals, however, score significantly
higher than bilinguals at the PreK level while Bilinguals are
significantly superior to monolinguals at the K level. The results

appear to indicate the effects of 'retroactive inhibition', that is,

new learning interfering with what has already been learned.
Monolingual children entering school in PreK are confronted with a

new language which has no sound matching patterns for determiner/

adjective and nouns (Compare 'red book'/'red door' with'libro rojo'/
'uerta roja9. The child has to learn to match the same modifier form

to nouns that in Spanish are radically different. The results
appear to indicate that this new learning interferes, by the time
children reach Kindergarten, with the learning and retention of

Spanish noun matching patterns. The bilingual PreK child, however,

appears to have solved the problems confronting the monolingual

at a much earlier stage. But, because of this bilinguality, he has
not had a chance to learn and practice as many patterns as the
monolingual child has learned. This bilingual child progresses from

PreK to K in a normal fashion learning both English and Spanish

rather well.

The superiority of the bilingual child in Grades K-1, as

observed in previous analyses of variance, may be explained in the

same fashion. Bilinguals appear to be superior because of the

.retroactive inhibition which monolinguals experience as they move

from K to First grade.

The second hypothesis postulated in this study appears

to be supported by the results obtained at the earliest point of

entrance into the school environment. Since at higher grade levels

no control was exercised on the time of entrance into school, it is

difficult to decide, on the basis of the evidence, if the hypothesis

is supported or not.

Fourth hypothesis; There will be no effect due to the type of
stimulus presentation on the response pattern of the children

tested.

The proportion of correct responses for the sets in which the

stimulus and the response were the SAME were analyzed and no

significant differences were found. (See Table 8A)

The proportion of correct responses for the sets in which

the stimulus and the response were DIFFERENT were analyzed. Only

a significant interaction is found indicating that bilinguals

score higher than monolinguals at the K level while Monolinguals

score higher at the Second grade level. (See Table B)

Conclusions.

Evidence has been presented that gives strong support to the

acquisition of the specific sound matching patterns postulated
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by Bull. The overall superiority of both bilinguals and monolinguals

in learning these patterns appear to support the contention that

intuitively, these children have abstracted the sound matching

patterns postulated and can apply them to the matching of new words.

The fact that the children performed better in the matching

of the 'o' patterns than the 'a' patterns is interesting since it

would appear that the 'o' patterns are more complex. Further

investigation of this problem is needed. It is important, however,

to state that the concept of 'grammatical gender' as defined by

most traditional grammarians should be revised in light of the

findings presented here.

Evidence has been presented that strongly supports the view

that Monolinguals achieve mastery of the sound matching patterns

earlier than bilinguals. The question remains, however, as to how

the learning of a new language interferes with the earlier superiority

of the monolinguals. Further studies of this complex problem

are needed.

Further study of the lack of progress of bilingual children

as they move through the different grade levels is also needed.

Many of the children participating in this study were in bilingual

programs and all of the children were in schools where Spanish was

the predominant language of the parents and the second language

of most teachers and administrators. There would seem to be no

reason for a decline in the initial superiority of bilinguals in

mastering sound matching patterns. The type of classroom instruction

affecting the observed decline should be investigated.

Finally evidence has been presented that supports the view that

the methodology used in this study is a viable research tool. More

refinement of the method is needed, however, to clarify the reasons

for the significant interaction observed.
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Table 2. Nonsense Spanish words and their pictorial definitions.

Nonsense word Definition

1. eston surgical utensil

2. saro vine

3. apcutar geometric figure

4. perices rare bird

5. oluche food

6. zomul precious stone

7. leta metal

8. partara jar

9. asflidpis design

10. ducion high tower

11. perantud elephant tooth

12. prasitis blackboard hook

13. gluta fly catcher

Table 3. Stimulus and response for each set.

Stimulls: ;Expected response:
'A matching/ 0 matching

1. Camisa amarilla
perro amarillo
casa

2. Casa grande
h9ja grande
lapiz

3. Nuestro cuaderno
nuestra pluma

libro
4. Plumero limpiadur

escoba limpiadora
eston

5. Regla inglesa
libro inales
prasitis

6. Hoja ancha
porno ancho
saro

7. Clavo afilado
cuchilla afilada
perantud

8. Ese lapiz
esa pluma

alicutar
9. Escalera alto

pino,alto
ducion

10. Hormiga gordpna
gusano gordon
perices

11. Lapiz negro
taza negra
asilisis

12. Felado trio
agua fria
Oluche

amarilla

grande

inglesa

afilada

alto

negra

11

nuestro

limpiador

ancho

ese

gordon

fro

Type of
previous
stimulus(

Position
of

adjective:

same

diff.

diff.

same

same

diff.

diff.

same

same

diff.

after

after

before

after

atter

after

after

before

after

after

after

after



13. Pluma roja
lapiz rojo
pgrtara

14. Mal slllon
mala ventana

zomul
15. Buena casa

Buen diner()
le to

16. El mapa
la cas9
.... pluta

roja

buena

anal

el

..1111010

Jiff.

Jiff.

diff.

Jiff.

after

before

before

before
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